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Background: Regional Overview Project
 Background:
–

Collaboration between the SLTTGCC and RC3
partnership councils

–

Build upon previous reports/studies of the
partnership councils (Phase 1); submitted to DHS/IP
and Council networks

Phase 1 Products

• SLTTGCC Regional Reports (2011-2013)
• SLTTGCC Tribal Report (2013)
• RC3 Member and Mission Landscape Study
(2014)

Phase 2 Products

 Purpose and Value:
–

Help partners implement the critical infrastructure
mission:
• Support dialogue opportunities among critical
infrastructure professionals
• Develop documents for partners: Region
Snapshot, best practice summaries, news
articles

–

Work directly with DHS:
• Articulate stakeholder needs
• Suggest improvements to DHS critical infrastructure programs to increase
use/effectiveness in the field
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Project Participants
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Project Successes
 Directly engaged 200 professionals to understand their
perspectives :
–

Council-sponsored Surveys

–

Virtual Roundtable Webinars

–

Region Snapshots

 Helped the Councils meet other responsibilities:
–

Membership and subject matter expert list development

–

SLTTGCC Sector-Specific Plan Annex

 Communicated with colleagues across the country to share best practices:
–

Presentations to national conferences

–

Webinars: JCIP and Real-Time Forums (cybersecurity and partnership development)

–

UASI request response (private sector engagement)

–

Newsletters: IP Partnership Quarterly and RC3 Blog

–

Summary Report

 Worked directly with the DHS Office of Infrastructure Protection:
–

Briefings and discussions with senior DHS personnel

–

Recommendations to improve DHS critical infrastructure programs, tools, and capabilities
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Findings: SLTT Critical Infrastructure Mission Implementation
1. SLTT critical infrastructure programs
vary considerably between
jurisdictions. No two programs exactly
alike in mission responsibility or
resource availability.

2. SLTT critical infrastructure programs
are increasingly risk-informed.
Programs prioritize efforts based on
the dynamic threat environment,
despite limited resources.

3. SLTT critical infrastructure programs
focus activities on core capabilities:
identify infrastructure, assess and
analyze risk, build partnerships, and
share information.

NIPP 2013 Risk Management Framework
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Findings: Partnership Critical Infrastructure Mission Implementation
4. Public-private partnerships embrace a non-profit, volunteer-based governance
structure and are designed to focus on all critical infrastructure issues across all
sectors.
 Most partnerships are non-profits; some are managed by a State/local agency and many collaborate
with State/local critical infrastructure programs.
 The level of activity and success of these partnerships are highly dependent on the energy and
capabilities of volunteers.
 Primary motivator to join partnerships is the opportunity to network, collaborate, and exchange ideas.
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Findings: Partnership Critical Infrastructure Mission Implementation
5. Public-private partnerships actively contribute to the critical infrastructure mission
through valued preparedness and incident response activities: hosting events,
sharing information, and coordinating private sector resources and expertise.
 Preparedness and steady-state activities include gathering and sharing information, hosting or
conducting events, and facilitating relationship development.
 Incident response activities include coordinating private sector resource allocation and distribution,
integrating private sector personnel within EOCs, and sharing situational awareness information.
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Findings: Needs to Sustain Critical Infrastructure Activities
7. Sustainability is a major concern for public-private partnerships across the Nation.
Access to additional critical infrastructure education opportunities, stronger
connections between partnerships, and improved information-sharing programs
and mechanisms are needed.
 Adaptation to the changing risk environment requires continued education and awareness regarding
prominent and emerging critical infrastructure issues.
 Continuous, routine engagement of stakeholders is imperative for sustainment. More robust
connections are needed among partnerships, the private sector, and government.
 Improvements needed for information-sharing programs and mechanisms include coordination of
Federal, SLTT, and private sector platforms, integration of mobile computing technologies, and
stronger protections for sensitive private sector information.
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Recommendations to Improve Federal Programs
1.

Update the HSGP and UASI guidance documents to provide clear guidance on cybersecurity
expenses and investment justifications and ensure eligible expenses reflect current public-private
partnership activity needs.

2.

Update the DHS foundational and security awareness Independent Study courses to include
advanced critical infrastructure topics specifically tailored to SLTT personnel.

3.

Update the FEMA State/Federal Sponsored Training Course Catalog with comprehensive,
academically rigorous training courses on advanced critical infrastructure topics.

4.

Consolidate and disseminate a suite of successful exercise scenarios for use by SLTT agencies and
partnerships in running critical infrastructure exercises.

5.

Develop and deploy technical assistance programs for specific SLTT critical infrastructure core
capabilities.

6.

Consolidate and disseminate best practices on specific SLTT activities.

7.

Develop guidance on appropriate Federal/SLTT roles and responsibilities with respect to Federal

cybersecurity programs.
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Recommendations to Improve Federal Programs (continued)
8.

Sponsor regional forums to improve regional capacity, facilitate the sharing of best practices, and
enable collaboration with peers and experts on emerging issues.

9.

Develop a toolkit to facilitate more robust information sharing between SLTT agencies and private
sector owners and operators. Include a listing of resources.

10. Increase the speed at which DHS security clearances are granted for SLTT and private sector
personnel.
11. Future DHS National Programs and Partnerships Directorate regional offices should
serve as coordination hubs for DHS field personnel, SLTT programs, and partnerships.
12. Enhance the user experience of IP Gateway to include valued aspects from ACAMS.
13. Incorporate the IP Gateway views, tools, and capabilities available to PSAs into those available to
SLTT personnel. Provide equivalent IP Gateway training used for PSAs to SLTT users.
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Advancing Critical Infrastructure Capabilities
Collaborate with DHS to Improve Federal Programs
 Grants
 Building Capabilities
 Information Sharing and Collaboration
 DHS Field Offices
 IP Gateway

Cybersecurity

Private Sector
Outreach

Information
Sharing

Nationwide
Disseminate Best Practices
Best
Practices
 Building cybersecurity program capabilities
Assessments
 Hosting all-hazards exercises, topical Webinars, and
sector conferences/workshops
Resource
 Active public-private partnerships, lifeline sector councils,
Engagements
Networks
and sector-specific working groups
 Establishing private sector liaison programs and EOC integration
 Real-time information-sharing networks
 Resource sharing networks
 Building local-level assessment and prioritization tools

Partnerships

Develop Federal Resources Compendium
Conduct Annual Outreach to Critical Infrastructure Personnel
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SLTTGCC/RC3 Regional Working Group:
 Kevin Clement, State of Texas
(SLTTGCC Regional Initiatives Working
Group Co-Chair)
 Tom Moran, All Hazards Consortium
(RC3 Vice Chair)
 Irene Navis, Clark County, Nevada
(SLTTGCC Regional Initiatives Working
Group Co-Chair)

SLTTGCC Regional Initiatives Working
Group:
 Irene Navis, Clark County, Nevada (Co-Chair)
 Kevin Clement, State of Texas (Co-Chair)
 Silvana Croope, State of Delaware
 Matthew Iannelli, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts
 Susan Palchick, Hennepin County, Minnesota
 Paul Dean, University of New Hampshire

 Peter Ohtaki, California Resiliency
Alliance (RC3 Executive Committee
Member)
 Shelly Schechter, Nassau County, New
York (SLTTGCC Information Sharing
Working Group Chair)

 Shelly Schechter, Nassau County, New York
 Theresa Masse, Port of Portland, Oregon
 Brian Clement, East Greenwich, Rhode Island
 Danielle Hale, Nueces County, Texas
 Jeff Graviet, University of Utah
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